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Biologic Psychiatry for the Biologist

PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY: THE T H IRD GEN ERAT IO N OF PROGRESS
Edited by Herbert Y. Melt zer, M.D .

New York, Raven Press, 1987
1824 pages, $160.00

John P. Seibyl, M.D.

As psychiatry moves into the next decade, th e need to keep pace with th e
exp losion of information in th e neurosciences becomes increasingly important
to clinical care, and also increasingly difficult. As a new psychia tric res ident, I
was intimidated by the confusing and sometimes fragmented sources ava ilable
for providing background to understanding the co mplex biologi cal treatments
of my patients. Psychopharmacology: The Third Generation of Progress, publish ed
under the aegis of the American College of Neuropsych ophar macology, the
prestigious American biological psychiatry organization , is a single, comprehen
sive text that addresses the needs of biologically-oriented clinicians.

This volume is an extensive sur vey of basic and clinical neuroscience by over
300 authors containing 184 chapters and over 1800 pa ges. T his book is not a
how-to manual of dosing, side effects, and treatment indications. Rather , Psycho
pha rmacology: The Third Generation ofProgress offers an in-depth general survey
of basic and clinical neuroscience that is th e foundation of rati onal pharmacoth er
apy.

While the advantages of a single volume are evident, the sheer size of this
text may be a source of discouragement in approach ing a relevant topic.
Nonetheless, the book is reasonably well-organized an d material generally
accessible. The volume is di vided into three main sec tions: basic neurobiology,
biological psychiatry, and clinical psychopharmacol ogy. T his organization at
tempts to separa te preclinical and clinical material , although for many topics
there is overlap and one finds material of preclinical in te rest buried in a clin ical
review, as well as some redundancy between chapters. Noneth eless, it was useful
to find sim ilar material highlighted in different ways. For example, the seven
chapters devoted to the biology and treatment of anxiety di sorders present
suppor t fo r noradrenergic dysr egulation in a number of di fferent contexts
including animal models , human pharmacologi c challen ge paradigms, and treat
ment stud ies . T he spec tru m of topics is comprehensive , incl uding all maj or
psychiatric disorders, anatomy and physiology of brain monoamine systems,
ethica l issues in drug trials, basic pharmacokinetics, substance abuse, research
design s, and st rategies for future biological research . O ve rall , figures and
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illustrations are well-placed and se r ve to facilitate the quick acquisition of points
in the chapters, although a number of chapters would do we ll with further
graphic illumination of the complex material pa ck ed into dense text.

There are several notable omissions in this reference, including the absence
of chapters on the neurobiology of sleep and biological th eories of personality
disorders. Also, like many texts written by multiple authors, th e qualit y of
chapters is uneven and the prose stylistically variable. The ex ponential growth
of information in the neurosciences has already made so me sec t ions dated ; this
is, unfortunately, an inescapable problem with a reference of this sort. I suspect
many readers will use this volume as the fir st ste p in a lite ra tu re review of a
se lected topic. It would have been helpful to include the co mp lete reference
including titles to articles cited in the text, even at the expense of publishing two
volumes. Nonetheless, I would consider making an in vestment in a textboo k
whose scope and depth make it an important resource for th e training psychia
trist or neurologist, or failing this , insuring that your department library has this
volume available. Psychopharmacology : The Third Generation of Progress fills an
important need for an accessible summary of the neurosciences fo r both the
clinical psychiatrist and basic scientist and is a valuable contribution to the field .
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